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A Davisâ€™s Notes title!Put the information you need in class, clinical, and practice at your

fingertips with this handy, easy-to-use guide. Each joint tab features subcategories for pathology

across the lifespan and addresses medical screening, imaging, mechanism of injury, ROM, strength

and functional deficits, and special tests.
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My cousin who is in school to be a physical therapist requested for this pocket guide and she

absolutely loves it! It is waterproof so when she cries while she is studying because of how much

studying she has to do it doesn't ruin the pocket guide. Worth the buy!

I recommend corpsmen and medics carry a copy of Ortho Notes in the field. It is rugged, compact,

and thorough enough that whenever I have used it as a guide, doctors don't have much else add on

to my assessment.

I had been looking for a nice pocket guide/reference for being in an outpatient setting. This has

helped me out several times as it is easily opened, and directions are easy to follow. Works great for

when treating a patient and want to make sure I am performing a special test correctly for a proper

diagnosis.



Great! My friend had 2nd edition and I have third. I see some errors that occur in both, which is

disappointing, but nothing so far that a PT wouldn't be able to recognize as an error. Super helpful

mini guide for quick reference.

As an orthopedic nurse in a busy practice, I have found this to be a very handy little guide almost all

the time. The assessment section and general anatomy are great for when a question arises and it

takes too long to find the answer in another guide. It also serves as a great pt teaching tool as the

pictures are easy to understand and show to patients. The only thing I would like to see would be a

section on fractures and fracture care. That really is the only thing missing from this otherwise

comprehensive little guide. A section on casts would also be nice too.Mark Barry LPN PMAC LPRT

Always good for when you need a quick refresher on things and you'd rather not consult Dr. Google

in front of patients. Waterproof/resistant pages make it resistant for whatever life can throw at it. It's

a bit on the large size for a labcoat, but if you have a medical bag, it's a great addition to it.

Great pocket guide to have handy. Contains tons of information including a lot of pictures to

demonstrate special tests. And it is waterproof so you can write on it and then wipe off the writing

later if you decide to!

This is a very useful little guide that we keep around the clinic for quick reference on some special

tests or other little facts. I like the "palpation pearls" section that gives concise directions on

palpation and it also has a pain referral picture.
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